COMSATS University Islamabad is a federally chartered public sector university which was established in 1998 as COMSATS Institute of Information Technology.

COMSATS University Islamabad (CUI) has been providing the highest quality of education and conducting a variety of highly advanced research activities since the last many years. Its goal is to integrate international education into the University’s academic programs, helping both domestic and foreign students to enhance their cross-cultural understanding, leadership expertise, and linguistic competencies to cope with the grand challenges of global world.

CUI prides itself in creating an internationalized experience on campus to promote global values and general knowledge. For this purpose, we have foreign scholars, lecture series by visiting international scholars, as well as regular visits by members of the diplomatic corps and our international partners. In addition, different CUI campuses are the chosen hosts for several annual international events that welcome over 1,500 international visitors each year.

CUI Lahore campus has announced MS Mathematics program in collaboration with International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP), Italy. Program is organized and jointly funded by CUI and ICTP

GENERAL INFORMATION

- Number of scholarships offered: 05 (Five)
- Scholarships offered in Master of science in Mathematics
- COMSATS University Islamabad, Lahore campus
- Duration of Scholarship Programs: 2 Years

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA (MS Program)

- **16 years** degree in the relevant field
- **CGPA 2.5/4** (semester system) or not less than 60% in annual system.
- No third division or Grade “D” in academic career
- IELTS minimum 6.0 band or TOEFL Internet-based test - overall minimum score 70
- International students may appear in the departmental test during the first semester of their studies.
FINANCIAL SUPPORT

- 100% Onetime charges (Admission Fee, Graduation Fee/ Caution Money and Endowment Fund i.e. US$ 550) waived off.
- 100 % Tuition Fee (i.e. US$ 1,000 per semester) waived off
- 100 % Registration & Lab Bench / Laboratory Fee(i.e. US$ 6,00 per semester) waived Off
- International Travel
- Stipend to cover the accommodation and living expenses
- Health /Medical Insurance
- Transport, Utilities & Services charges

TIMELINE FOR APPLICATION
Deadline for submission of application: July 25, 2019

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
Apply online at http://ww3.comsats.edu.pk/internationalstudents

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED
a) Statement of purpose or Research plan
b) Scans of degrees and transcript of all post-secondary degrees (with English translation where required).
c) Latest passport size photographs with blue background.
d) Scan of valid passport.
e) Evidence showing proficiency in English Language i.e. IELTS / TOEFL / English proficiency certificate from the last attended institution.

FOR QUERIES  kmasood@comsats.edu.pk